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To my Grandparents Milka and Dušan Generalović
Load distribution is a very important concept for distributed systems in order to achieve better performance, resource utilization and response times. Providing efficient mechanisms for the transparent support of load distribution has proven to be an extremely difficult undertaking. As a matter of fact, there is no commercially available system which provides transparent load distribution right now. The monograph by D. Milojicic presents a novel load distribution scheme based on modern microkernel architectures. The remarkable results of D. Milojicic's approach show evidence for his hypothesis that load distribution is feasible even under strong efficiency constraints if built upon microkernel architectures. Based on a complete implementation using the NORMA-version of Mach, D. Milojicic shows that substantial performance improvements of his load distribution scheme on top of Mach result from the dramatic reduction of state information to be managed in course of a task migration.

For readers not familiar with the topic, the monograph gives a good survey of the load distribution problem and puts existing approaches into perspective.
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Preface

Aims

This book represents my PhD thesis, written and defended at the University of Kaiserslautern, Computer Science Department. Described work has a practical character. All ideas presented have been verified by implementation. The leitmotiv of the work is to provide a widely used, or at least available, load distribution system. Beside the technical merits, this was one of the main reasons for the selection of the Mach microkernel as the underlying environment. Mach has become widely used, which gives a hope that load distribution in such an environment may itself become widely used. Hopefully we have demonstrated that it is possible to provide a useful load distribution on top of the Mach microkernel.

This book is aimed for the researchers and students in the field of computer science, and operating systems in particular. It is intended for "practitioners", since the work has been colored with the implementation from the very beginning.

Described software has been provided to and used by a number of institutions in the world, such as: OSF Research Institute, Grenoble France, "Cluster project"; University of Utah, USA, "Schizo Project"; University of Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium, "Oscar project"; Technion, Israel, teaching;

Summary

The book describes and evaluates a scheme for load distribution on top of microkernels (μkernels), and demonstrates its implementation for the Mach μkernel. As the first step, a transparent task migration is suggested as a base mechanism for load distribution. Its concepts and architecture are described and it is compared to process migration. The requirements to the underlying μkernel are discussed. Task migration is implemented for the Mach μkernel, in three different versions which have evolved during the course of the research presented in the book. The task migration facility is transparent, flexible and well performing. There are no limitations to its functionality, it supports all system calls a migrated task may issue, and there is no need to relink or recompile the application. Its simplicity and robustness stem from the μkernel interface, on which the load distribution scheme extensively relies, particularly on network Interprocess Communication (IPC) and distributed shared...
memory. However, some modifications to Mach were necessary in order to provide user space task migration.

Load information management is extended to consider information on Virtual Memory (VM) and IPC, beside traditionally supported processor load. Remote VM and IPC are particularly addressed, namely distributed shared memory and network IPC. The \( \mu \)kernel support for load information is outlined, and it is demonstrated in the case of Mach by instrumenting it to account for the information on the network IPC and distributed shared memory, and by providing it to the user with a new interface. Compared to earlier systems that had to consider various kinds of operating system activities, such as disk and other devices access, paging, different types of interprocess synchronization and communication, decisions in modern \( \mu \)kernels can be made only in terms of three main kernel activities: processing, VM, and IPC. This significantly simplifies characterization of applications and using this information for distributed scheduling.

A few well known distributed scheduling algorithms are implemented that beside processing also consider information on network communication. The appropriateness of task migration and the extended information management for load distribution is demonstrated empirically, and performance improvement is observed in the case of all algorithms. It is shown that the integration of three main load distribution elements (task migration, load information management, and distributed scheduling) leads to a harmoniously cooperating load distribution system concept.

During the course of this research some of the Mach deficiencies and performance drawbacks have been observed and some of them corrected. The book reports on the lessons learned while dealing with the Mach interface and on task migration relationship to process migration and the file system.

All features described in the book have been implemented as a part of the load distribution scheme. The task migration has been in use for a year and a half and was a base mechanism for various load distribution experiments. Information management and distributed scheduling have been in use for almost a year. Task migration has been ported to the OSF/1 operating system.
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